[ CASE STUDY ]

A Leading CRO’s Customer Focus Leads to Improvements
in Quality and Productivity

TRISKELION
Since 1932, Triskelion, a TNO company and leading contract research organization
(CRO), has been helping customers worldwide develop products that improve the
well being and health of consumers, animals, and patients. With such important
outcomes at stake, Triskelion supports its customers by constantly improving its

ANALYTICAL EXCELLENCE
THAT BENEFITS EVERYONE
Triskelion has pushed its
analytical services to the forefront
of new and improved methods.

expertise in chemical analysis, kinetics and metabolism, immunology, toxicology,

This specialized center of

and risk assessment.

excellence plays a critical role

While the company’s three key industries – chemistry, food and feed, and
pharmaceutical – represent a similar share of business, Triskelion has developed
specialized analytical testing in pharmaceutical and food. Their expertise includes
analytical offerings that include a complete portfolio of in vitro and in vivo services for
ADME, DMPK testing, and bioanalysis of small molecules and biopharmaceuticals.
In order to provide so many complex, crucial and time-sensitive services, Triskelion
operates from a deliberately designed infrastructure matching employee skillsets
and the right technologies, all aligned to increase efficiency, productivity, and quality.
At the center of this are their customers.

in helping pharmaceutical
customers develop safe and
effective drugs by providing
support for bioavailability and
ADME-PK from drug discovery
to preclinical and clinical
development. They are especially
strong in method development
and the validation of PK
assays that enable metabolite
identification and quantification.
The center also offers ingredient
profiling, QA/QC and safety
testing of food and feed. What’s
more, their in vitro and in vivo
models allow them to generate
science-based evidence on
the efficacy of food and food
ingredients in humans.
As Triskelion continues to push
itself to provide the best services
for its customers, the end result
may benefit all of us.

Dr. Anne Kleinnijenhuis and Richard Bas at their LC-MS lab in Zeist, The Netherlands.
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DELIVERING UNIQUE LEVELS OF SERVICE

RECRUITING AND RETAINING THE BEST WORKFORCE

For the pharmaceutical sector, Dr. Anne Kleinnijenhuis,

Today, all companies that rely on analytical chemistry for

Project Manager and Study Director, says, “What sets

the successful operation of their businesses face a huge

us apart is our ability to design and develop complex

challenge: technology constantly improves and becomes

bioanalytical methods¹ that support our clients from discovery

more sophisticated, yet the skilled workforce needed to run

to analysis of preclinical and clinical samples. Our competition

these instruments is shrinking.

may specialize in one part of the process, but Triskelion has
the in-house facilities to address the entire continuum of
drug development.”

Even so, Triskelion manages to buck this trend by recruiting
and retaining great talent. “We have wonderfully experienced
and talented chemists, chromatographers, and mass

In order to accomplish this, Triskelion works with a wide

spectrometrists in all areas of our lab for each market

variety of specifically chosen technologies from molecular,

we serve,” said Richard Bas, BSc, Operational Manager,

DNA-based to analytical instrumentation (GC, LC-MS, IC-MS,

Instrumental Analysis. “Our technicians are educated and

ICP-MS), and “hybrid” combinations of these technologies,

trained in biomolecular mass spectrometry with BSc, MSc,

as appropriate.

and/or PhD degrees.”

“Our customers have come to depend on this one-stop-shop

Triskelion also understands that in order to retain the best,

approach,” says Kleinnijenhuis. “While our competition

they must continually invest in the technical and instrument

tends to focus on routine analysis, we have unique expertise

training of their scientists. “One of the important reasons that

in developing complex analytical strategies, especially for

we use Waters LC-MS instruments is that beyond the quality

peptides, proteins, and biopharmaceuticals such as Antibody

of the products, Waters delivers a high degree of technical

Drug Conjugates (ADCs).”

training. This provides us with the knowledge and confidence

Triskelion’s analytical expertise is so strong that it confidently
offers a unique, 24/7 emergency response service to
pharmaceutical and food manufacturers. These customers
rely on Triskelion to quickly establish the origin, cause,
and potential consequences of an incident, such as an
adulterated pharmaceutical, or a batch contamination from
the cooling fluid in the manufacturing process. The company’s
extensive expertise in toxicology, risk assessment, and
microbiology helps its customers avoid disastrous outcomes,

that we can solve our complex research questions.”

MAKING A REAL COMMITMENT TO EFFICIENCY
Maintaining high quality and increasing efficiency are more
than corporate goals at Triskelion – they’re commitments from
all team members. “When we take on a new project or study,
we look at every step in the process to make it as efficient and
economical as possible,” said Kleinnijenhuis. “Efficiency is not
just a buzzword here.”

like a shipment being blocked from entering China due to

Our optimized method modules are applied to future projects,

contamination of an API. Triskelion delivers these critical

when appropriate, allowing us to deliver high quality and cost-

services by utilizing a wide range of analytical techniques,

effective projects to our customers.”

including electron microscopy and LC-MS.

With the ability to analyze a wide range of molecules,
Triskelion requires and utilizes a variety of technology and

“ What sets us apart is our ability
to design and develop complex
bioanalytical methods that support
our clients from discovery to analysis

analytical techniques. Several years ago they migrated from
HPLC to UPLC. This enabled their scientists to shorten
method development time, significantly reduce solvent
cost, and optimize asset utilization.
Triskelion’s biopharmaceutical customers need to
understand the behavior of their molecules in vivo, which

of preclinical and clinical samples.”

requires complex analytical strategies. “After designing and

DR. ANNE KLEINNIJENHUIS
Project Manager and Study Director

incubation times, increase dynamic range² (fewer samples

developing a basic method, we optimize the process to reduce
out of range means lower rates of re-analysis), and effectively
use night time hours for sample runs,” said Bas. “We try to
increase the number of samples per run. One customer

Triskelion Case Study
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To help their customers, Triskelion uses traditional tandem
quadrupole MS coupled with microflow LC flow rate ranging
from 1 to 100 µL/min and columns with an internal diameter
(I.D.) between 0.1 and 1.0 mm. Benefits are increased sampling
efficiency, chromatographic resolution and ionization
efficiency, which is especially relevant for larger molecules
like peptide and protein therapeutics.
An additional advantage with a small I.D. column is that
the LC systems require a lower fluidic flow to perform a
chromatographic separation, which results in less solvent
consumption and lower injection volume requirements
(Figure 1). Small sample volume requirements are critical for
studies with limited sample. Typically we load 10 µL biological
Bas and Kleinnijenhuis reviewing data for one of their clients.

asked us to develop and validate (GLP) several quantitative
hybrid assays for an ADC, which contained an extremely

sample in a hybrid assay. Consequently, LC-MS becomes a
meaner, leaner, and greener instrumental technique. Most
importantly, this scaled-down approach provides sensitivity
gains over its high flow rate counterparts.

toxic payload.”
To triple the number of samples per series for this customer,
Triskelion purchased a customized laminar flow cabinet and
used ACQUITY® UPLC® coupled with a Xevo® TQ-S Mass
Spectrometer. “We optimized the run time so the longer series
could be completed overnight,” says Bas. “This allowed us
to offer complex analyses at competitive pricing and cut the
length of the project duration in half.”
In addition, they maintain a diversity of mass spectrometers,
which run thousands of samples per month. Most recently,
they acquired Waters’ Vion® IMS QTof Mass Spectrometer
with ion mobility capabilities. “Vion allows us to see and apply
a new dimension of separation, which also improves our

Figure 1. The sensitivity improvements of the LC-MS as the flow rate and the
inner diameter of the column reduced a 2.1 mm to microscale and nanoscale.

analysis of large intact molecules with a different technique.
We appreciate HDMS E because this data-independent
MS-MS feature helps us in metabolite identification
(Met ID) experiments by providing precise selectivity and
routine measurement of every detected ion through clean
spectral separation and confident structural assignment
of the fragment to the parent ion,” said Kleinnijenhuis.

ADDRESSING DEMAND FOR INCREASINGLY
LOWER LEVELS OF DETECTION
With the continued expansion of the biopharmaceutical
market, customers continually look to benefit from Triskelion’s
long time experience in analyzing larger molecules.
Technologies that allow them to reach lower levels of
detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) are imperative
in this space.

Triskelion also uses Waters’ ionKey/MS™ System, which
simplifies hyphenation of microflow UPLC with mass
spectrometry and provides a level of reproducibility and
standardization not seen with traditional microflow LC-MS.
By modifying the sample preparation and utilizing microflow
LC-MS, they achieved a significantly lower LOQ for infliximab
compared with a previously developed UPLC–MS method.³
Prior to ionKey/MS, they tried traditional nanoflow LC but
found it lacked the robustness required for their quantitative
bioanalytical applications. Issues with carryover, and
relatively long retention and run times limited its usefulness.
Adoption of ion mobility mass spectrometry was an important
step for Triskelion because, “we are doing quite a few
Met ID studies,” said Bas. “The larger molecules tend to be
very close in structure with lots of background so having
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another dimension of measurement like collision cross
section (CCS) from ion mobility was of great interest.
With some of our previous nanoflow and high resolution
mass spec instruments, the analysis took too long and
didn’t yield enough data points across the peak.”
Vion’s ion mobility capabilities, coupled with the UNIFI®
Scientific Information System, also helped them clean
up the spectra and improve the separation of analogous
peptides differing by only one or a few residues, which they
often encounter in their extensive portfolio of collagen
LC-MS analyses.

WATCHING AND INTEGRATING FUTURE TRENDS
There are a number of trends and industry changes that
Triskelion is watching closely. Bioanalysis continues to
become more challenging as biotherapeutics become more
potent and complex, and with that, the demand for increasing
levels of sensitivity and orthogonal technologies. Increased
automation to enhance efficiencies in cost and productivity
are ever-present as the industry continually pushes speed-tomarket. Finally, both Bas and Kleinnijenhuis anticipate greater
demand from customers to deliver even higher levels of
service and support. “With a focus on recruiting and retaining
the best people, integrating the right technology, and doing
what’s best for our customers, we are well-positioned to meet
these demands and to remain successful and competitive for
many years to come.”

Figure 3. The ion mobility capabilities of the Vion QTof Mass Spectrometer
help Triskelion improve the separation of similar peptides.
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